Response to Reviewer 1 (essd-2024-14-RC1)

Please find below our response to your insightful comments on our manuscript; thanks for this.

Our responses are shown in blue respectively black font for textual changes to the manuscript (Times Roman 10).

We will finalise the revised manuscript once we have received the comments from the second reviewer. At that stage, textual changes will be visible, i.e. flagged using “track changes”, in a separate copy of the revised paper.

GENERAL COMMENTS

ISRIC World Soil Information has long been recognized for its efforts in collecting, organizing, and disseminating quality soil data for the international community. The current paper, the third in the series, succinctly describes the procedures adopted by ISRIC for cleaning and disseminating global soil profile data. The international community will certainly appreciate the release of the third static WoSIS snapshot, providing quality-assessed and standardized data for 228k geo-referenced profiles. Similar to the previous two manuscripts, the present manuscript aims to inform soil data producers and users about the current status of WoSIS and the availability of standardized point soil data for digital soil mapping and earth system modeling. Overall, I believe that the manuscript delivers this information in a clear, concise, and organized manner.

We thank the reviewer for his positive comments and kind recognition of ISRIC’s long standing efforts in collecting, standardising and serving quality-assessed soil data to the international community, as far as permitted by the licences indicated by the data providers.

The present manuscript is the third in a series of manuscripts describing WoSIS snapshots. As ISRIC continues its role in collating more soil data from multiple sources, we expect to see new snapshots and accompanying manuscripts in the coming years. For this reason, I believe that the present manuscript should be prepared in a manner that presents the history of WoSIS and how its soil data processing strategies have evolved over time. The current paper reads more like a report and provides insufficient context regarding its relation to the previous two versions. While informative for someone familiar with WoSIS, it does not adequately educate new users about the database’s past history. Adding more historical context to the manuscript would greatly enhance its comprehensiveness and usefulness.
Thanks. We have added a short “historical perspective” to the manuscript, as recommended, showing main developments since the conceptualisation of WoSIS in 2009. The following text has been added to the introduction, as “second” paragraph.

Prior to describing the “2023 snapshot” itself, we first provide a short retrospective on WoSIS developments. In the early days of desktop computers, ISRIC with its partners compiled a range of project-specific databases, such as ISIS (van de Ven and Tempel 1994), created to manage data for the ISRIC World Soil Reference Collection, several national and continental scale Soil and Terrain Databases (SOTER, e.g., FAO 1989; Oldeman and van Engelen 1993; FAO et al. 1998; FAO et al. 2007), the WISE database (Batjes and Bridges 1994; Batjes et al. 1995), and the Africa Soil Profile Database (Leenaars et al. 2014). While most of these databases were structured along the general principles and criteria of the FAO Guidelines for soil description (FAO 1990, 2006) and USDA Soil Survey Manual (Soil Survey Division Staff 1993), the ISIS, SOTER, WISE, and AFSP databases each had their own data models and conventions. Further, the databases were implemented on stand-alone computers, using a range of commercial software products. In 2009 ISRIC decided to bring the above stand-alone products together in a centralised enterprise database, known as WoSIS (World Soil Information Service), developed using PostgreSQL with the PostGIS extension for handling spatial data. After the initial ingest and standardisation of the above ‘ISRIC holdings’, the service was to be expanded with datasets shared by a diverse range of soil data providers.

The original aim of WoSIS was to accommodate any type of soil data (profile, vector and grid) (Tempel et al. 2013; Ribeiro et al. 2015). However, from 2015 onwards, in view of technical considerations and institutional developments, the scope of WoSIS changed to “safeguarding, processing, standardising and serving geo-referenced soil profile (point) data for the world (Ribeiro et al. 2020). Alternatively, vector and grid data/maps derived from traditional soil mapping (e.g., Dijkshoorn et al. 2005; van Engelen et al. 2006; FAO et al. 2012; Batjes 2016) and digital soil mapping (Hengl et al. 2017; Poggio et al. 2021; Turek et al. 2022) are managed and served through other components of our spatial data infrastructure, such as the ISRIC data hub (https://data.isric.org) and the SoilGrids/WoSIS portal (https://soilgrids.org; last access: 24 April 2024). All these services are developed using free-and-open-software (FOSS).

In view of the above changes we have moved part of the original introduction to Sect. 2.4, renamed as “Standardising soil property names”. Further, we added the following text to explain the rationale, or need, for implementing several methodological changes to the WoSIS data model and workflow (see Section 2.1, second sentence):

This proved necessary as this procedure was essentially designed as a series of dataset-specific python and SQL scripts, which was adequate as long as WoSIS was still relatively small. However, in view of the rapidly growing population of “shared” soil data and overall complexity of the data model itself (Ribeiro et al. 2020) it proved necessary to implement a new, state-of-the-art, ISO domain model (de Sousa 2023; de Sousa et al. 2023), with refactored ETL (extract, transform and load) procedures, to ultimately better serve our diverse user community in our capacity as World Data Centre for Soils (WDC-Soils).

The manuscript could benefit from further discussion on the future trajectory of WoSIS. The initial snapshot in 2016 contained 96k soil profiles, with a significant increase to 196k profiles in the second snapshot in 2019. However, the third snapshot in 2023, four years later, only brought the count to 228k profiles, accompanied by a notable rise in restricted soil profiles within WoSIS’s internal database. Given the finite nature of soil data, I anticipate that future snapshots may exhibit smaller increases in data availability. This trend mirrors our experiences in Brazil with efforts to rescue legacy soil data for
inclusion in the Brazilian Soil Data Repository (Soil Data). I am curious to know if you share this expectation and whether the manuscript will address strategies already in place or those to be implemented to continue enhancing soil data availability.

Thanks for this comment! This is indeed a source of concern for the future development of open source databases for the benefit of the international community. We also noted that getting positive responses to our request for sharing soil data for consideration in WoSIS becomes increasingly “difficult”, and time demanding (success rate less than 15%). Further, increasingly many soil datasets are shared with the provision that coordinates may not be shown and hence cannot be served from WoSIS as snapshots (and wosis_latest). Another source of concern is that many new soil data collection activities, such as soil monitoring programmes (e.g., Ballabio et al. 2016; Orgiazzi et al. 2018), focus only on the top 20 or 30 cm of the soil, that is they do not consider the full soil profile depth as required for comprehensive soil assessments (e.g., Leenaars et al. 2018; von Haden et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2022).

The above elements/considerations have been added in the revised manuscript (please see annotated version of revision), see Section 6. Discussion, page 16, 2nd and 3rd paragraph:

It is our intention to gradually fill gaps in the geographic distribution (Fig. 3) and range of soil properties (Appendix A) in the coming years. This work is part of ISRIC’s remit as a regular member of the World Data System (https://worlddatasystem.org). The degree to which this will be feasible however, will largely depend on the willingness and ability of data providers to share (some of) their data for consideration in WoSIS. For the northern Boreal and Arctic region, for example, ISRIC can draw on new profiles collated by the International Soil Carbon Network (ISCN, see Malhotra et al. 2019). Alternatively, it should be reiterated that some datasets in our repository (e.g. ICP Forests 2021) can only be standardised and used for SoilGrids™ applications by ISRIC due to existing licence restrictions.

Concerning the scope for expanding wosis_latest in the coming years, we noted that getting positive responses to our requests for sharing soil data is becoming increasingly “difficult”; the overall success rate is around 15%. Further, increasingly soil datasets are now being shared with the provision that profile coordinates may not be shown and hence cannot be served to our user community through wosis_latest. Another source of concern is that many new soil data collection activities, such as soil monitoring programmes (e.g., Ballabio et al. 2016; Orgiazzi et al. 2018), focus only on the top 20 or 30 cm of the soil, that is they do not consider the actual soil profile depth as required for comprehensive soil assessments (e.g., Batlle-Bayer et al. 2010; Leenaars et al. 2018; von Haden et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2022).

I would like to offer specific feedback on three sections of the manuscript, which align with my earlier observations on the manuscript’s overall quality. I trust that you will find my comments valuable.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

WoSIS data model and workflow

While I appreciate the explanation of the data model used in WoSIS, I believe the section
could benefit from additional context. It’s unclear whether users of the 2023 snapshot need a comprehensive understanding of the data model to utilize the data effectively. Therefore, I suggest explaining to data users how the data model impacts them. It would be helpful to include a figure or table, as the topic is quite technical and may require some abstraction. It’s important to consider that your data users may not be database experts.

Good point, thanks. While the actual data model itself is not of direct concern to data users, it is critical for WoSIS staff to be able to efficiently and securely handle and process the shared data, also for versioning control. Importantly, based on the new data model the shared, standardised data can be served more easily, and in a wider range of formats, by ISRIC to the user community. To facilitate users, however, we preserved the file format of wosis_latest respectively the snapshot.

We have explicitly decided not to show/describe the full ISO data model (or add a Figure for this in the manuscript) as this would be over complicated (i.e. illegible), and not directly relevant to end-users of the 2023-snapshot. Alternatively, we have added some text for clarification, with reference to the technical documentation (see below). Key for users is that they have easy access to the derived data and related documentation. Sub 2.2. we added:

Main features of interest are the dataset (describes source of data), site (geo-spatial location where a soil investigation took place) and profile (sequence of pedo-genetic horizons along the depth of the profile or fixed-depth layers). The key modification in the new data model vis à vis the previous data model (Ribeiro et al. 2020) is the conditioning of analytical methods to the observation (see https://git.wur.nl/isric/databases/wosis-docs, last access: 24 April 2024). Changes made to the database schema and data over time were tracked using a migration tool (https://github.com/graphile/migrate, last access 24 April 2024). It maintains a record of the history, state, and dependencies of the database, including the conversion to the new data model.

You mention that the cleaned and standardized (processed) data are copied into the WoSIS database and subsequently removed from the staging area. However, it’s unclear what happens to the source raw data. Is it still accessible, or is only the processed data published? I would appreciate more information on this aspect, including whether there is any form of data versioning in place. Additionally, while discussing data versioning, please elaborate on how you document the data processing steps. For example, is there a script stored along with the data, and is it released alongside the data as well?

The raw source data are always preserved “as is” in the ISRIC WDC-Soils repository, together with the data sharing agreements. For clarification, we added the following to p. 7, sub 2.3:

(note: the actual source data are permanently preserved in the data repository).
No scripts are attached with the data we distribute, The processing chain, including versioning, is managed within our institutional database itself. Concerning versioning, we added the following text sub. 2.2 (as indicated above):

Changes made to the database schema and data over time were tracked using a migration tool (https://github.com/graphile/migrate, last access 24 April 2024). It maintains a record of the history, state, and dependencies of the database, including the conversion to the new data model.

You mention that the data model was improved and new ETL procedures were developed, resulting in changes to the workflow. However, it's not clear why these changes were necessary. I suggest providing at least a brief explanation of why these changes were deemed necessary and how they contribute to enhancing WoSIS. It's important to illustrate how these changes benefit data users. For instance, what advantages do these developments offer? Additionally, how do the new ETL procedures differ from the previous ones? Given that various data integrity checks were already in place, what aspects are genuinely new, and why are they significant for users of the 2023 snapshot? Furthermore, how is the ETL procedure checklist managed? Is there a published document outlining this process? Providing more information and context for your readers would be beneficial.

Thanks, part of this query has been answered in response to your earlier queries above, see Section 2.1. The changes were mainly needed for the WoSIS database manager to efficiently handle a database of ever increasing complexity, in line with evolving international standards. Further, with these improvements the process of updating wosis_latest and generating future snapshots is much more efficient. That being said, the data screening procedures themselves are essentially the same. The (evolving) documentation, as already cited in the manuscript in Section 2.2 (de Sousa et al., 2023), is available at: https://git.wur.nl/isric/databases/wosis-docs.

There is no published document yet that outlines the refactored ETL steps. However, we maintain an internal GIT page that describes the successive data screening stages to guide our data processors during the “ET phase” of the ETL process. We intend to make these procedures public once we have developed, and tested, the front-end for the ETL, which will allow data providers themselves to submit their own data set for consideration in WoSIS (see Section 8 Conclusions, paragraph 2).

Overall, I find this section to be overly technical, which may not be informative for data users unfamiliar with databases and data processing. Additionally, it could be enhanced by clearly highlighting the effective changes or improvements compared to the previous version. For instance, did the list of standardized soil properties remain the same, or were there any modifications? If so, why were these changes made? Are there any new data provisioning forms, or are the same channels as before still being utilized?
Furthermore, I recommend providing URLs for the assets in the text to facilitate access to the data. Ensuring easy access to information is crucial for users.

Assets mentioned in the text can all be accessed through the URLs provided with the related references. This was originally done because some URLs are rather long. Nonetheless, as recommended, for easier access the URLs have now been added in-text.

The list of soil properties (codes) remains the same, but the descriptions have been slightly changed to accommodate the ISO domain model conventions (i.e., property and procedure, See Appendix A).

You mention that all datasets shared with ISRIC are initially registered in the ISRIC Data Repository along with their metadata. However, it’s unclear whether the metadata is open. This question arises from the explanation that third parties seeking access to "restricted” datasets would need to contact the source data provider. Accessing metadata would enable identification of restricted datasets and their owners. I recommend providing more information on this aspect, including the URL of the ISRIC Data Repository where one can find the source raw data (and possibly the metadata) with ISRIC.

As indicated, all datasets shared with our centre are registered in the ISRIC WDC-Soils with their metadata and license, in order to enforce the security rules within WoSIS. The repository itself is only accessible to a limited number of ISRIC staff, using tokens. Our licences with data providers do not include the provision that ISRIC may redistribute any datasets that have been shared with us. Hence, the original text about ‘seeking access to “restricted” datasets’ was ill-phrased and it has been removed accordingly. Generalised information about our data providers, and possible data access to “open” sources, is provided at: https://www.isric.org/explore/wosis/wosis-contributing-institutions-and-experts.

Data screening, quality control and standardisation

Please specify if there are any changes in the consistency checks compared to the previous version.

The same checks are used in the refactored ETL workflow (note: we changed “new” ETL to “refactored” ETL). Alternatively, it should be noted that the plausibility checks (min, max) can change as more data become available for so far under-represented properties and our insight grows. This is common procedure in large soil databases (see e.g. https://www.icp-
the plausibility limits themselves may evolve as more data become available for so far under-represented soil observations (see e.g., ICP Forests 2020, p. 25) and appropriate PostgreSQL “trigger mechanisms” have been implemented for this.

Please specify if there are any changes in the screening for duplicate profiles compared to the previous version.

Screening for duplicate profiles was especially important during the early stages of WoSIS when many datasets ingested were compilations of different data sources. These procedures have not changed, only their implementation. However, the year of sampling is now considered explicitly during the screening so as to permit handling of data from successive soil monitoring rounds (e.g. LUCAS topsoil surveys, and ICPF Forest data).

Please describe how the list shown at the top of page 10 differs from the content of subsection “2.4 Soil properties standardised”.

Thanks, an oversight, it is actually the same list hence repetitive. The list has been maintained in Section 3.3 where it fits best. Alternatively, part of the original introduction (p. 2, line 25 to p.3 line7) was moved to Section 2.4 renamed as “Standardising soil property names”, where it now fits better in view of other editorial comments made by RC1 concerning the “historical perspective”.

You provide three measures for fitness-for-intended-use. How is this different from the previous snapshot?

These are the same measures as for the preceding (2019) snapshot. However, importantly, a change has been that we no longer use the term “geographical accuracy”, which was found to be misleading after discussion with our Geo-experts. Instead, the term “positional uncertainty” is used now, as described in the manuscript sub 3.4.1.

Spatial distribution of soil profiles and number of observations

I think that you should present a map with the spatial distribution of samples of previous snapshot as well. This would give a better idea of the gains with the current snapshot.

This is a valuable recommendation as it complements the numbers in Table 1. We have added “profile density plots” to the paper to visualize changes between snapshots over
time in Section 4, which has now been re-worked into Sect. 4.1 “Spatial distribution and Sect 4.2 "Number of observations”.

Further, some pieces of the original text (e.g., last paragraph Sect. 4) have been moved to the discussion section (Sect. 6) as this proved more appropriate. Such changes will
become apparent once the “track change” version of the revised manuscript has been submitted, following incorporation of the comments from reviewer 2.
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